Non-additive benefit or cost? Disentangling the indirect effects that occur when plants bearing extrafloral nectaries and honeydew-producing insects share exotic ant mutualists
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INTRODUCTION

In complex ecological communities, organisms commonly participate in mutualisms with multiple, different partners simultaneously. For example, plants can form mutualisms with pollinators, seed dispersers, mycorrhizal fungi, N-fixing bacteria, foliar endophytes and protection-conferring ants. Non-additive effects, which cannot be predicted from the outcomes of pairwise studies, may emerge among species linked by these positive interactions.

Ant protective mutualisms provide valuable models for disentangling the complex dynamics of mutualisms involving multiple groups of mutualist partners (Heil and McKey, 2003; Styrsky and Eubanks, 2007). In these mutualisms, ants protect plants from herbivores and other threats, and plants provide ants with nesting sites and/or food resources (Heil and McKey, 2003; Rico-Gray and Oliveira, 2007). Some plant species, notably those bearing extrafloral nectaries (EFNs), also host sap-sucking insects that produce honeydew, a carbohydrate-rich substance that is also highly attractive to ants. Because honeydew is processed by the herbivore’s gut, it tends to contain more amino acids (Beattie, 1985) and complex sugars (Blüthgen et al., 2004) than plant nectar. Consequently, ants in some systems have shown increased preference for honeydew over nectar (Blüthgen and Fielder, 2004). Thus, EFN-bearing plants share mutualist partners (ant bodyguards) with their natural enemies [honeydew-producing insects (HPI)], setting up the possibility for complex, non-additive effects (Fig. 1).

Interactions involving ants, EFN-bearing plants and/or HPI may have important impacts on ecological communities. Extrafloral nectary-bearing plants are common, occurring in
at least 3941 plant species in 745 genera and 108 families (Weber and Keeler, 2013). Ant protective mutualisms involving plants or HPI have been hypothesized to contribute to the ecological dominance of ants (Tobin, 1991; Davidson, 1997; O’Dowd et al., 2003), the success of invasive ants (Holway et al., 2002; Lach et al., 2009; Savage et al., 2009; Savage and Whitney, 2011), invasive HPI (Abbott and Green, 2007) and weedy plants (Guimaraes et al., 2006; Harvey, 2009), and the exclusion of herbivores (e.g. Goheen and Palmer, 2010) and non-myrmecophytic plants (e.g. Fredrickson et al., 2005) from some habitats.

In interactions among ants, EFN-bearing plants and HPI, multiple antagonistic and beneficial interactions simultaneously occur among all three partners, leading to potentially strong non-additive effects (Fig. 1). In addition to their individual mutualisms with ant bodyguards, EFN-bearing plants and HPI are also linked through herbivory and ant-mediated competition or facilitation. Honeydew-producing insects also face the potential cost of predation from ant bodyguards. Thus, for EFN-bearing plants and HPI, sharing ant bodyguards could lead to either greater than additive benefits through mutualistic pathways or greater than additive costs through antagonistic pathways (Fig. 1). There are three models that predict fundamentally different outcomes for HPI and EFN-bearing plants that share the same ant bodyguards. First, non-additivity may be either absent or unimportant relative to the additive effects of these tripartite interactions (purely additive model; Fig. 1A). If, however, the effects of one partner (e.g. ants) on another (e.g. EFN-bearing plants) are either significantly more positive (non-additive benefit model; Fig. 1B) or significantly more negative (non-additive cost model; Fig. 1C) in the presence of a third partner (e.g. HPI), then more complex investigations will be required in order to understand these interactions.

The consequences of mutualisms between HPI, their EFN-bearing host plants and their shared ant bodyguards have been much less studied than is commonly assumed. In the most recent review, Styrsky and Eubanks (2007) showed that most experimental studies of interactions between ants and HPI do not manipulate both partners, but instead simply exclude ants from host plants. In fact, they identified only one study that manipulated both ants and HPI and tracked the responses of EFN-bearing plants. Buckley (1983) simultaneously manipulated the presence/absence of ants and HPI on an EFN-bearing plant and found that while ants had an individually positive influence on plant fitness, ants and HPI together reduced plant fitness. Buckley did not manipulate EFN in this study. Similarly, most experimental studies of facultative interactions between ants and EFN-bearing plants not only neglect to account for HPI (Trager et al., 2010), but also only manipulate the ant partner (e.g. Chamberlain and Holland, 2009, and references therein). Studies examining the simultaneous influences of ants and extraloral nectar on HPI are also rare. However, Rudgers et al. (2010) recently manipulated both ants and extraloral nectar on Gossypium thurberi plants and tracked HPI responses. Although their results varied across sites, they reported positive effects of ants on aphids that were only weakly diminished by the presence of extraloral nectar; however, HPI were not manipulated. To our knowledge, no previous research has simultaneously manipulated all three partners and assessed the relative importance of additive and non-additive effects. This lack of study is problematic because the only way to disentangle the consequences of these interactions is to conduct simultaneous experimental manipulations of all three partners.

Furthermore, it is likely that the direction and magnitude of such effects will vary among ecological contexts, particularly with changes in the identities of the species involved. The introduction and spread of highly invasive, non-indigenous species provides a unique opportunity to investigate how shifts in species identities can alter the outcomes of complex species interactions. Across broad geographic scales and diverse habitat types, invasive ant species have been shown to respond particularly strongly to carbohydrate-rich, mutualist-derived resources (Holway et al., 2002; Ness and Bronstein, 2004; Styrsky and Eubanks, 2007). For example,
we previously demonstrated that the introduction of the highly invasive ant, *Anoplolepis gracilipes*, to the Samoan islands was associated with EFN availability. First, the only ant species whose abundances across the Samoan Archipelago were significantly, positively correlated with the dominance of EFN-bearing plants was *A. gracilipes* (*Savage et al.*, 2009). Secondly, in response to plant nectar, *A. gracilipes* increased aggressive behaviours towards plant-foraging insects more strongly than did less invasive ant species (*Savage and Whitney*, 2011). Thirdly, these shifts in ant behaviour corresponded with effects on the α- and β-diversity of local arthropod communities (*Savage*, 2011). Finally, across the invasive range of *A. gracilipes*, correlative evidence has accumulated to suggest that mutualisms with plants bearing EFNs or with HPI fuel *A. gracilipes* invasions and accelerate their negative, community-wide impacts (*Holway* et al., 2002; *Hill* et al., 2003; *O’Dowd* et al., 2003). Altogether, this evidence suggested the *a priori* hypothesis that *A. gracilipes* would have different responses to EFN-bearing plants and HPI from co-occurring, less invasive ant species (*Ward* et al., 2008; *Savage and Whitney*, 2011).

Consequently, we investigated the following questions across sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* and sites dominated by less invasive ant species on the island of Savai’i, Samoa.

1. What are the relative effects of plant nectar and HPI on abundances of foraging ants? Based upon our previous knowledge of *A. gracilipes* and other, less invasive exotic species in Samoa (*Ward et al.*, 2008; *Savage and Whitney*, 2011; *Savage et al.*, 2011), we expected that both types of carbohydrate resources would be attractive to ants. However, based upon our previous, short-term behavioural experiments, we predicted that *A. gracilipes* would respond more strongly to plant nectar than would other ant species.

2. Do non-additive benefits or costs emerge when HPI and EFN-bearing plants share the same ant mutualists? We expected that we would find support for the non-additive benefit model for plants, and support for the non-additive cost model for HPI. We also expected larger effects in sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* relative to sites with less invasive ant species, because of the ecological dominance of this invader.

3. Do modifications in ant behaviours underlie observed non-additive effects? We predicted that altered ant behaviours would be an important mechanism driving non-additive effects in this system because previous studies have shown that increasing carbohydrate resources can change the aggressive behaviours of ants (*Grover et al.*, 2007; *Ness et al.*, 2009; *Savage and Whitney*, 2011). Specifically, at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes*, we expected to find that EFN resources would distract ants from tending HPI, leading to declines in HPI populations in the presence of both ants and plant nectar relative to ants alone (*Becerra and Venable*, 1989). In contrast, we predicted that HPI would act as an ‘ant magnet’ for plants, leading to stronger positive effects of ants on plants when HPI were present (*Messina*, 1981). Again, we predicted that the effects at other sites would be similar in direction, but weaker in magnitude than those at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes*.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study organisms**

Distributed across the tropics, *Anoplolepis gracilipes* has a broad breadth of diet, can form supercolonies and is considered invasive in many island groups, including Samoa (*Holway et al.*, 2002; *Lester and Tavite*, 2004; *Abbott*, 2006; *Savage et al.*, 2009). Its native range is currently undetermined (*Wetterer*, 2005). When *A. gracilipes* is absent from local ant assemblages in Samoa, other non-native (but less invasive) ant species are numerically dominant, in particular the species *Paratrechina longicornis* and *Pheidole megacephala* (*Savage and Whitney*, 2011), which we studied here. It is important to define relative invasiveness of organisms independently of any focal study. Therefore, we used the scale developed by *Ward et al.* (2008), based upon literature accounts of each exotic species’ biological traits and ecological consequences to define the invasiveness of the dominant ants in our study (for a detailed account of this scoring approach for our system, see *Savage and Whitney*, 2011).

Across the Samoan Archipelago, the most common and abundant EFN-bearing plant is *Morinda citrifolia* (*Rubiaceae; *Savage*, 2011). *Morinda citrifolia* has annular disk nectaries that produce floral, extrafloral and post-floral

---

**Fig. 2.** Photograph of a *Morinda citrifolia* nectary body with floret buds, floral nectaries, extrafloral nectaries, post-floral nectaries and *Anoplolepis gracilipes* workers labelled.
nectar; these are clustered together on an inflorescence (hereafter ‘nectary body’; Waki et al., 2007; Fig. 2). Morinda citrifolia plants produce nectary bodies all year round, and nectar is secreted continuously (Savage, 2011). Morinda citrifolia nectar is dominated by sucrose, which contributes an average of 72.6–88.9% to total nectar carbohydrates (Freeman et al., 1991). We recorded an average nectar concentration of 28.06 ± 1.04% (field refractometer), and daily nectar production per plant was 2249 ± 642 μL (Savage and Whitney, 2011). Because EFNs could not be manipulated separately from floral and post-floral nectaries (Fig. 2), the manipulations described below encompass all three types and were conducted at the scale of the nectary body.

Honeydew-producing insects on M. citrifolia include armoured scales (Diaspididae), soft scales (Coccidae), mealy-bugs (Pseudococcidae) and, rarely, aphids (Aphididae). There was complete overlap of HPI genera across all sites (A. M. Savage, unpubl. res.). Furthermore, initial assessments of experimental plots prior to our manipulations (below) indicated that while plant size was significantly, negatively correlated with the abundance of HPI (P = 0.039), there was no significant difference in HPI abundance by A. gracilipes invasion status (P > 0.19).

Interactions among ants, HPI and EFN-bearing plants: plot-level mutualist exclusion experiment

Study sites. Sites were located across the island of Savaii, Samoa (see Supplementary Data Methods). Six sites had ant assemblages that were numerically dominated by A. gracilipes (>95% of all individual ants were A. gracilipes; invasiveness score 100%); the remaining five sites were numerically dominated by other non-native, but less invasive, ant species (<5% of all individual ants were A. gracilipes): P. longicornis (two sites; invasiveness score 83%) or P. megacephala (three sites; invasiveness score 53%) (Savage and Whitney, 2011). We pooled the responses of P. longicornis and P. megacephala because previous work showed that A. gracilipes responds to nectar differently from these co-occurring, less invasive ant species in Samoa (Savage et al., 2011; Savage and Whitney, 2011) and because the responses of P. longicornis and P. megacephala were qualitatively similar.

Study sites were located on lava flows dating from 1907 to 1911, and plant communities were dominated by M. citrifolia. To increase independence, sites were separated from each other by 20 m to 73 km (mean 33.76 ± 10.12 km; median 26.25 km). To account for spatial variation, we examined spatial autocorrelation of ant, HPI and plant responses using Mantel tests, following the protocol in Savage and Whitney (2011). There was no significant spatial autocorrelation in our results (Supplementary Data Methods).

Experimental protocol. Within each site, we established seven 4 m × 4 m plots for manipulative experiments that ran from 25 October 2007 to 27 June 2008 (including both wet and dry seasons) (Table 1). The 2 × 3 factorial design altered ant access to M. citrifolia (permitted or excluded) and the availability of carbohydrate resources (nectar reduced, HPI reduced or ambient control) (details in Table 1). In addition...
to the procedural controls (detailed in Table 1), we included a true control plot at each site that received no manipulations, but was sampled for arthropods prior to, and 3 and 6 months after the treatments were applied to other plots. Because procedural and true controls did not significantly differ for any of our response variables, these two control plots were pooled. Within a site, plots were located a minimum of 10 m apart (range 10 m to 67 km) to reduce the probability that ants in different plots would belong to the same nest. Plots were randomly assigned to treatments and had a minimum of three *M. citrifolia* plants (mean 10.1 ± 0.65 plants per plot); all *M. citrifolia* in plots received the treatment. Treatments were maintained every 2 weeks for 3 months (Supplementary Data Methods).

Response variables. Prior to treatment application, and 3 and 6 months after treatment application, we evaluated the responses of *A. gracilipes*, other ants, HPI and *M. citrifolia* plants. We visually surveyed the abundances of HPI on three *M. citrifolia* plants in each plot prior to sweepnet sampling. We used these data and the density of plants per plot to estimate the total abundance of HPI per plot for plots with >3 plants. We then used a canvas sweepnet to collect arthropods (Janzen and Pond, 1975; Lynch, 1981), systematically sweeping the plots from ground level to ~2 m, using 12 sweeps per plot. We stored each sample in 70–95 % ethanol and later assessed the identity and abundances of all ants. We assessed plant size prior to experimental manipulations compared with plant size at the end of the experiment (plant growth, hereafter) by measuring the height of the main stem and the diameter at the base of the main stem (size = height × diameter). We used these data to calculate the percentage change in growth [(final size – initial size)/initial size] × 100]. Finally, during all three sampling periods, we assessed herbivory (percentage leaf surface damaged) from chewing and mining herbivores using a transparent grid (1 cm² cells) on five haphazardly chosen leaves from each of three *M. citrifolia* plants per plot.

Statistical analyses: assessments of the overall responses to plot-level mutualist exclusion experiment. We conducted separate repeated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* vs. sites dominated by other ants using SAS v. 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, 2002). Initial assessments of these data and the results from our previous studies in this system indicated that sub-ordinate ant species did not respond significantly to our treatments (see also Savage and Whitney, 2011); consequently, we focused on the response of the numerically dominant ant species at each site. The factors in the model were the ant treatment (permitted or excluded), the carbohydrate treatment (nectar reduced, HPI reduced or ambient control), time and all possible interactions. Non-additive effects were evidenced by significant interactions between the ant access and carbohydrate treatments. Initial plant size (height × diameter at base) and density of *M. citrifolia* plants per plot were included as covariates. Because interactions between time and the experimental factors were non-significant, we reported average abundances across both dates.

For ant data, residuals were non-normally distributed, and normality could not be obtained through transformations. Therefore, we used randomization test equivalents of ANCOVA by embedding a general linear model within an SAS randomization test macro program (Proc GLM; Cassell, 2002). Randomization tests determine P-values by comparing an observed test statistic (e.g. F-ratio) with a distribution of the test statistic that is expected under the null hypothesis (Manly, 1991). To create the expected distribution, the response variables were pooled, permuted and randomly assigned to the treatments for 9999 iterations. For responses of plant growth, HPI abundances and herbivory, we addressed violations of model assumptions using square root (percentage plant growth and percentage herbivory) and log (n + 0.5) (HPI abundances per plot) transformations. For herbivory, we additionally included *A. gracilipes* invasion status in the model, along with the ant access treatment, the carbohydrate treatment and all interactions.

Effects of plant nectar on HPI-tending behaviours of ants: a plant-level, short-term assessment

Study sites. We conducted a separate, plant-level nectar gradient experiment from 16 June 2009 to 26 September 2009 (dry season) on the islands of Savaii (Independent Samoa) and Tutuila (American Samoa). These sites overlapped with the plot-level manipulative experiments (above) and our previous surveys (Savage et al., 2009). Detailed descriptions of the ant assemblages can be found in Savage and Whitney (2011). We performed spatial autocorrelation analyses using βs from within-site regressions, both across all sites and within each island (Supplementary Data Methods).

Experimental protocol. To examine the influence of plant nectar on the propensity of *A. gracilipes* and other dominant ants to tend HPI, we selected eight sites invaded by *A. gracilipes* (invasiveness score 100 %) and six sites dominated by exotic, but less invasive ant species [*P. megacephala* (invasiveness score 83 %), *Solenopsis geminate* (invasiveness score 61 %), *P. longicornis* (invasiveness score 33 %), *Tapinoma melanocephalum* (invasiveness score 22 %) and *Tetramorium bicarinatum* (invasiveness score 11 %); for more information about the invasive scores, see Savage and Whitney (2011)]. We established 5 m × 5 m plots at each site (one plot per site), focusing on areas dominated by *M. citrifolia*. Within each plot, we haphazardly selected five *M. citrifolia* plants that were similar in size and within 1 m of each other to be used for nectar manipulations.

We manipulated nectar availability as 0, 50, 100, 150 or 200 % of ambient levels per plant. To reduce access to nectar, we used organza bags (Table 1). For plants in the 50 % treatment,
we cut holes in half of the bags, and all bags had holes in the 100, 150 and 200 % above ambient nectar treatments. We used artificial nectaries (Seal-Rite microcentrifuge vials, USA Scientific, Ocala, FL, USA, filled with 500 µL of a 30 % sucrose solution) to supplement nectar levels. We inserted a 5 µL microcapillary tube into the centre of each vial to allow ants to access sucrose in the artificial nectaries. Vials were affixed to plant stems using twist ties. The 0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 % treatment levels contained 0, 0, 0, five and ten filled vials, respectively.

**Response variables.** We conducted ant censuses in the morning (approx. 0600–0800 h), afternoon (approx 1200–1400 h) and evening (approx. 1600–1800 h) over two consecutive days. All six censuses occurred during daylight hours due to cultural restrictions. Ant counts took approx. 5 min per plant. In addition to recording the identity and abundance of all ants (Savage and Whitney, 2011), we also tabulated the percentage of ants on the plant that were tending HPI.

**Statistical analyses.** We examined the relative influence of nectar availability on HPI-tending behaviours of *A. gracilipes* and other dominant ant species using ANCOVA (Proc GLM, SAS v. 9.1.3). The continuous factor was the nectar availability treatment (0–200 % ambient levels), site was included as a random factor nested within the fixed factor of invasion status (*A. gracilipes* vs. other ant species), and the response variable was the percentage of ants that were observed tending HPI. A significant interaction between invasion status and nectar availability would indicate that *A. gracilipes* differed in behaviour from the other ant species. Data were arcsine square-root transformed to meet model assumptions.

**Results**

**Question 1:** what are the relative effects of plant nectar and HPI on abundances of foraging ants?

*Sites dominated by A. gracilipes.* Plant nectar strongly and positively influenced *A. gracilipes* abundances, but HPI had little effect on the abundances of this species. *Anoplolepis gracilipes* worker abundances were 88 % lower in plots with reduced nectar availability, compared with control plots (Fig. 3A, Table 2A). However, *A. gracilipes* abundances were only approx. 12 % lower when HPI were reduced (non-significant), compared with the control (Fig. 3A, Table 2A).

*Sites dominated by other ant species.* In contrast to results for *A. gracilipes*, plant nectar had a significant negative effect on the abundances of *P. longicornis* and *P. megacephala*, while HPI had a marginally non-significant positive effect. Specifically, abundances of these other ant species declined by approx. 45 % when HPI were reduced relative to ambient controls, but increased by approx. 66 % when plant nectar was blocked (Fig. 3B, Table 2B).

**Question 2:** do non-additive benefits or costs emerge when HPI and EFN-bearing plants share the same ant mutualists?

**Effects of ants and plant nectar on HPI at sites dominated by A. gracilipes.** The results supported the predictions of the non-additive cost model (Fig. 1C). Individually, *A. gracilipes* increased the abundances of HPI on *M. citrifolia* with ant access by >700 % compared with plants with ant exclusions (71.13 ± 5.79 vs. 8.77 ± 1.48, respectively: Table 2A; Fig. 4A, B). Similarly, the individual presence of nectar resulted in higher HPI abundances, although the magnitude of this effect was smaller than that of ants (Table 2A; Fig. 4B). In contrast to these positive individual effects, in the presence of both ants and nectar, there was an approx. 86 % reduction in the abundances of HPI (Table 2A; Fig. 4B) at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes*. Specifically, average abundances of HPI were only marginally greater than zero (mean 0.52 ± 10.93–11.5 ± 10.75 HPI per plot) for all treatment combinations except those with ants permitted and nectar reduced (134.84 ± 10.69; Table 2A; Fig. 4A; Tukey HSD *P* < 0.0001, compared with all other treatment combinations).
Table 2. Results from ANCOVA analyses for plot-level (4 × 4m) mutualist exclusion experiment at sites (A) dominated by the highly invasive species, Anoplolepis gracilipes, and (B) dominated by other exotic species that were less invasive (Paratrechina longicornis and Pheidole megacephala; see also Savage and Whitney, 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Dominated by Anoplolepis gracilipes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant treatment</td>
<td>1, 34</td>
<td>383.57</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>24.24</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>74.88</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrate treatment</td>
<td>2, 34</td>
<td>88.29</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant × carbohydrate</td>
<td>2, 34</td>
<td>89.51</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>29.96</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. citrifolia plant density</td>
<td>1, 34</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.6751</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.0920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial plant size</td>
<td>1, 34</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.7691</td>
<td>1, 24</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Dominated by other exotic species</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant treatment</td>
<td>1, 27</td>
<td>37.47</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>43.02</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.0462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrate treatment</td>
<td>2, 27</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant × carbohydrate</td>
<td>2, 27</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. citrifolia plant density</td>
<td>1, 27</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.4721</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.0931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial plant size</td>
<td>1, 27</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>1, 19</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.2051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant results (P < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.

Fig. 4. Influences of ants and M. citrifolia nectar on the abundance of HPI (A) at sites dominated by A. gracilipes and (C) at sites dominated by less invasive ant species. Bars represent the least square mean (LSM) + s.e. of raw data. Different letters represent statistically different log-transformed LSMS (P < 0.05; Tukey HSD). Sites dominated by A. gracilipes were analysed separately from sites dominated by other species. Graphs (B) and (D) depict the effect sizes (in response ratios) of ants, nectar and their interaction on the abundance of HPI per plant at sites dominated by A. gracilipes and sites dominated by less invasive ant species, respectively. In these graphs, dark grey bars represent the expected additive effects of ants and nectar on HPI abundances (i.e. sum of ants alone and nectar alone) and black bars represent the realized additive + non-additive effects arising from the interaction between ants and nectar on HPI abundances per M. citrifolia plant.
Effects of ants and plant nectar on HPI at sites dominated by other ants. In support of the non-additive benefit model (Fig. 1B), we observed greater than additive effects of nectar and ants for HPI populations at non-
A. gracilipes sites (Fig. 4D, Table 2B). The individual effects of ants and plant nectar were similar to those observed at sites dominated by A. gracilipes. However, the opposite pattern emerged at these sites when both ants and nectar were present, compared with sites dominated by A. gracilipes (Fig. 4C; Table 2B). Specifically, ants and nectar individually increased HPI abundances by 85 and 70 %, respectively (Fig. 4C, D). However, in the presence of both ants and plant nectar, HPI increased by >400 %, compared with plots where both ants and nectar were absent (Fig. 4C, D; ants and plant nectar ambient, 253.4 ± 16-36 HPI per plot vs. ants and nectar reduced, 0.58 ± 23.79 HPI per plot).

Effects of ants and HPI on M. citrifolia plants at sites dominated by A. gracilipes. At sites dominated by A. gracilipes, there were greater than additive effects of ants and HPI on the growth of M. citrifolia plants (Fig. 5B; Table 2A), thus supporting the predictions of the non-additive benefit model for plants (Fig. 1B). When ants were excluded, plants showed very little growth over 6 months. However, when ants were permitted, M. citrifolia growth was approx. 3000 % higher than in the absence of ants (Fig. 5A, B). Honeydew-producing insects had a weak, but positive effect on plant growth (Fig. 5B). These individually positive effects of ants and HPI on plant growth were amplified when both species were present. Specifically, in the absence of ants, HPI had no effect on plant growth; however, when ants were present, plants grew 92 % more in the presence of HPI than in their absence (Fig. 5A, B). Interestingly, the low growth of plants with ants permitted and reduced nectar corresponded to the highest abundances of HPI (see above) of any treatment combination at these sites. Together, these data suggest a possible cost of HPI to the plant when nectar is not available to ants.

Effects of ants and HPI on M. citrifolia plants at sites dominated by other ant species. Ants and HPI interactively influenced plant growth, for less than additive effects that supported the predictions of the non-additive cost model (Fig. 1C). Individually, ant presence more than doubled plant growth, and HPI significantly reduced plant growth (Fig. 5D; Table 2B). Less than additive effects emerged in the presence of both ants and HPI, with the negative influences of HPI...
intensifying in the presence of ants (Fig. 5D). This pattern was directly opposite to the greater than additive effects of ants and HPI on *M. citrifolia* plants at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes*.

**Question 3: do modifications in ant behaviours underlie observed non-additive effects?**

**Effects of ant behaviours on HPI.** The highly invasive ant species, *A. gracilipes*, showed behavioural responses to *M. citrifolia* nectar quite different from those of the other dominant ant species in the Samoan Archipelago (including *P. longicornis* and *P. megacephala*, in addition to other exotic ants as detailed above and in Savage and Whitney, 2011). On plants with no nectar available, on average, 40.9 ± 4.2% of all *A. gracilipes* (invasion status *P* < 0.0001), rates of herbivory (as we measured them) did not respond to our experimental treatments were not driven by among-site spatial relationships (Supplementary Data Methods).

**Effects of ant behaviours on *M. citrifolia*.** Although herbivory was 40% lower on *M. citrifolia* plants at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* (invasion status *P* < 0.0001), rates of herbivory (as we measured them) did not respond to our experimental treatments (Supplementary Data Fig. S1).

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of results**

Ants commonly participate simultaneously in mutualisms with both HPI and their EFN-bearing host plants. Consequently the three groups (ant bodyguards, HPI and EFN-bearing plants) can influence each other via direct and indirect pathways ranging from mutualistic to antagonistic. Interactions that appear beneficial in pairwise comparisons can shift towards antagonism in the presence of a third partner, and vice versa (Fig. 1). In this study, we examined these dynamics using manipulative experiments, which allowed us to evaluate empirically the potential for non-additive effects. Additionally, we examined these dynamics at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes*, an invasive ant with a documented preference for carbohydrate-rich foods (Holway et al., 2002; Savage et al., 2009), and sites dominated by other exotic ant species in Samoa. We found that plant nectar had a strong positive influence on plot-wide abundances of *A. gracilipes*, while HPI were more important for the other exotic ant species in Samoa (Fig. 3). Extrafloral nectary-bearing *M. citrifolia* plants benefited from the combined presence of ants and HPI, but only at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* (Fig. 5). At sites dominated by other ant species, the benefits of ants to plants shifted towards antagonism in the presence of HPI (Fig. 5). In contrast, HPI benefited from the individual presence of both ants and plant nectar across sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* and those dominated by other ants. However, when both ants and nectar were present, abundances of HPI at *A. gracilipes*-dominated sites were severely depressed, whereas HPI at sites dominated by other species were greatly increased (Fig. 4). Strong reductions in the tending behaviours of *A. gracilipes* – but not other ant species – as nectar levels increased (Fig. 6) may underlie this among-site variability. However, we did not detect any significant differences in herbivory rates on *M. citrifolia* plants at any sites. Consequently, it appears that other dynamics are driving the observed patterns in plant growth responses to ants and HPI (Fig. 5; Supplementary Data Fig. S1).

**The relative importance of HPI vs. plant nectar for ants**

Our results suggest consistent differences among ant species in their preferences for honeydew vs. nectar resources. However, the mechanism(s) that underlie these altered preferences remain unresolved. Most studies that have compared relative feeding preferences of ants have focused on differences in preferences for protein-rich vs. carbohydrate-rich food. For example, Cook and Davidson (2006) showed that ants in the subfamilies Formicinae and Dolichoderinae have physical adaptations that allow them to store more liquid foods. However, such adaptations are unlikely to be important mechanisms underlying differences in ant choices for different types of carbohydrate-rich foods. An alternative hypothesis that ants that feed more on plant-based foods house N-fixing or recycling bacteria in their guts (e.g. Russell et al., 2009) may explain some of these variable preferences better than taxonomically based hypotheses. However, it is unclear how ants distinguish among the very similar resources provided by plants and hemipterans. Contrasting preferences of *A. gracilipes* and other ants for plant nectar vs. honeydew may be due to subtle differences in the composition of these foods. Although compositionally similar, nectar tends to have fewer amino acids (Beattie, 1985) and a less diverse sugar profile (Blüthgen et al., 2004) than insect honeydew. In a preference trial, Blüthgen and Fielder (2004) found that a diverse community of ants (51 species) preferred sucrose...
to the more complex sugars, such as melezitose and maltose, commonly found in hemipteran honeydew. They also found that many of the individual ant species preferred simple sugar baits that contained at least trace amounts of amino acids. However, amino acid preferences were much more variable among ant species, and were also conditional on a colony’s nutritional status. Interestingly, Blüthgen and Fielder (2004) tested preferences of congeners of *P. longicornis* and *P. megacephala*; both displayed a significant preference for a sugar–amino acid mixture that mimicked the composition of honeydew over sucrose (they did not test *Anoplolepis*). These patterns are consistent with our finding that these species preferred honeydew to *M. citrifolia* nectar, which is largely composed of sucrose (approx. 73–89% sucrose; Freeman et al., 1991). In contrast, Engel et al. (2001) examined the effects of HPI on *Lasius niger* ants that tended extrafloral nectar. They first reared ants on a diet of protein (from crickets) and honeydew (from two aphid species that were not part of the experiment). Ants were then allowed access to EFN-bearing *Vicia faba* plants in the presence and absence of honeydew-producing *Aphis fabae* colonies. They demonstrated that ants tended nectaries regardless of the presence of HPI. This species showed a preference for nectar over honeydew; analyses of relative composition revealed that the plant nectar had more sugars and fewer amino acids than honeydew. Finally, Gibb and Cunningham (2009) surveyed canopies of Australian *Acacia* and *Eucalyptus* trees, which included both nectar and honeydew resources. They found that the behaviourally dominant ants in a diverse assemblage tended HPI rather than nectaries. This result may suggest a consistent preference for honeydew in ants that are strongly competing for resources, although it does not explain the competitive dominance of nectar-preferring *A. gracilipes* at sites where they dominate. Experimental manipulations at broader spatial scales will be required in order to determine the strength of these correlative patterns. Altogether, current data suggest strong differences among ant species in their responses to alternative sources of carbohydrates. Due to the varied roles of ants in their ecosystems, these differences could cascade to influence entire communities.

The strong response of *A. gracilipes* to nectar availability, at both the plant and plot level, provides additional support for the hypothesis that this species in particular, and highly invasive ants in general, prefer carbohydrate-rich foods (Holway et al., 1999). *Anoplolepis gracilipes* has a pantropical distribution (Wetterer 2005). When it displays invasive characteristics, *A. gracilipes* commonly associates with species that produce carbohydrate-rich food, although the majority of past studies have focused on HPI rather than nectar as sources of carbohydrates. For example, when *A. gracilipes* were introduced to Christmas Island, they remained at low population densities during a lag phase that lasted >70 years (O’Dowd et al., 2003). In the 1990s, this species began displaying invasive characteristics. Within about 10 years, *A. gracilipes* had killed up to one-third of the island’s endemic red land crabs (*Gecarcoidea natalis*). Furthermore, *A. gracilipes* actively tended scale insects, and correlative evidence suggests that the combination of increased carbohydrate resources for the ants and population expansion of scale insects led to the death of native canopy trees (O’Dowd et al., 2003). Similar interactions among HPI and *A. gracilipes* invasions have been recorded in South Africa (Sivakumar et al., 2013), Seychelles (Hill et al., 2003), Tokelau (Lester and Tavite, 2004) and Japan (Tanaka et al., 2011). In contrast to results at these other invaded locations, our findings suggest that *M. citrifolia* nectar is a more important resource to *A. gracilipes* than is honeydew. In these studies of other invaded habitats, EFNs were either not present on host plants or not considered in the study, which may explain the disparity. Perhaps *A. gracilipes* protect HPI intensively only in the absence of plant-derived carbohydrates, and, in the presence of EFN-bearing plants, this species may shift to collecting extrafloral nectar and defending nectaries rather than HPI. Conversely, variation in abundances of HPI or protein requirements of *A. gracilipes* colonies could lead to these types of responses. Whatever the mechanism, our results suggest that the community-level consequences of *A. gracilipes* invasion will depend on whether sites have resident, EFN-bearing plants. This hypothesis is supported by our own data showing that *A. gracilipes* have positive effects on HPI abundances only when plant nectar is reduced (Savage et al., 2011) and that the abundance of *A. gracilipes* per site is strongly and positively associated with the dominance of EFN-bearing plants across the Samoan Archipelago (Savage et al., 2009).

One counterintuitive result from our study was that the plot-wide abundances of the less invasive ant species actually increased when plant nectar was reduced, despite reductions of HPI populations on plants with nectar reduced. Although unlikely, it is possible that there were cryptic HPI on these plants (such as camouflaged scale insects), that were not detected in our surveys. We consider this unlikely, because we intensively surveyed plant surfaces for the presence of these honeydew producers. However, we only surveyed three plants per plot during each sampling period, so we cannot discount the possibility that other plants in the plot hosted higher abundances of HPI. Alternatively, it is possible that the small populations of HPI on the plants became a more valuable resource to ants when other sources of carbohydrate-rich food became scarce, leading to a greater investment in workers to defend small HPI populations on plants rather than engaging in other behaviours. Increasing sucrerich nectar resources may also have led local ant populations to become protein starved (Ness et al., 2009), causing colonies to invest more workers in foraging for insect prey. Our study was longer in duration (6 months) than many studies of ant protective mutualisms, so we may have been observing dynamics that are not apparent at the scale of days or weeks.

**Support for non-additive benefit vs. non-additive cost models depended upon ant identity and focal species (HPI vs. *M. citrifolia* plants)**

Plant growth responses at sites dominated by *A. gracilipes* supported the predictions of the non-additive benefit model, while HPI responses at these sites supported the predictions of the non-additive cost model (Fig. 1). *Anoplolepis gracilipes* responded more strongly to plant nectar than to the presence of HPI (Fig. 3); furthermore, increasing plant nectar availability...
reduced ants’ propensity to tend HPI (Fig. 6). Increasing plant nectar not only distracted ants from tending HPI (see Introduction) but also reduced the abundance of HPI on plants, via an antagonistic, non-additive effect of ants plus nectar (Fig. 4). Together, these dynamics led to a strong, greater than additive effect of ants and HPI on M. citrifolia plant growth (Fig. 5). These dynamics suggest that A. gracilipes workers may be attracted to plants with HPI and then distracted from HPI as nectar levels increase, and that EFN-bearing plants can benefit from these shifts in ant behaviours (Becerra and Venable, 1989). In a similar study, Itzhak Martinez et al. (2011) assessed the effects of plant nectar on Tapinoma erraticum tending behaviours towards HPI (aphids) for two different EFN-bearing plants. In a short-term experiment (8 d), they detected similar nectar distraction of T. erraticum from HPI on one of the host plants, although the consequences for plant growth and HPI abundances were not assessed.

In direct contrast to our findings at sites dominated by A. gracilipes, responses of M. citrifolia plants at sites dominated by less invasive ant species supported the predictions of the non-additive cost model; meanwhile, the responses of HPI confirmed the predictions of the non-additive benefit model (Fig. 1). Although ant presence increased plant growth when HPI were experimentally reduced, HPI had a negative, independent influence on plant growth, and the combined effects of ants and HPI were more strongly negative than the additive expectation (Fig. 5). Thus, plants with ants grew the least under ambient nectar and ambient HPI, which corresponded to the highest abundances of HPI (Fig. 4). Although conducted on a plant that did not bear EFNs, Grinath et al. (2012) also simultaneously manipulated both ants and HPI and tracked plant responses. They found that in the absence of ants, HPI had weak negative effects on plant fitness; however, when ants were allowed on plants, the negative effects of HPI were amplified, for a net negative effect of ants on plants despite their role in reducing the abundances of chewing herbivores. In contrast to the response of A. gracilipes, other dominant, non-native ants in Samoa actually declined in the presence of nectar, but increased in the presence of HPI (Fig. 3). Also, in contrast to A. gracilipes, the two less invasive ant species examined here did not alter tending behaviours as nectar levels increased, supporting the hypothesis that HPI could distract ants from tending EFNs (Becerra and Venable, 1989; Fig. 6). Support for the HPI distraction hypothesis was also provided by previous research in Brazil. Del Claro and Oliveira (1993) manipulated plant nectar levels and found that Camponotus spp. consistently tended HPI across all nectar levels.

In support of the non-additive benefit model (for HPI) at sites dominated by less invasive ant species, both ants and nectar had a positive effect on HPI abundances when they were present alone. When both resources were present together, HPI abundances were larger than the additive expectation (Fig. 4). Although more study is needed, these results suggest that variation in ant identity is a key factor in determining the likelihood that these multispecies interactions will benefit HPI vs. their EFN-bearing host plants. In a recent study, Katayama and Suzuki (2010) found that plants with EFNs attracted more ants than those without EFNs, regardless of the presence of small aphid aggregations. Although aphid tending rates were lower than EFN tending rates on these plants, aphids ultimately benefited from the presence of EFN-tending ants because coccinellid adults spent less time attacking aphid colonies on plants in which ants tended EFNs. This study underscores the importance of considering multiple community members in studies of ant protective mutualisms. Future work investigating dynamics among M. citrifolia plants and exotic ants should also assess the identity and abundance of other predacious insects. Nevertheless, these findings, combined with our results, suggest that longer term studies (on the scale of weeks, months or seasons, rather than days) are needed to assess the non-additive influences of ants and plant nectar on HPI populations.

Conclusions

Partner sharing is a relatively common phenomenon in mutualistic associations, but has received little attention in the ecological literature. Recent review and network approaches have highlighted the diversity of partners of a similar type (e.g. multiple protective ant species or multiple plant–pollinator interactions) (Bascompte et al., 2006; Melián et al., 2009; Sazima et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2012), but many organisms that share partners represent quite different ecological functional groups or trophic positions (such as plants and HPI); these interactions are not well represented by current approaches, such as bipartite network models or models of cheaters and intraguild mutualisms (Crowley and Cox, 2011; Jones et al., 2012). In this study, we examined dynamics among HPI, their EFN-bearing host plants and their shared ant bodyguards in the context of purely additive, non-additive benefit and non-additive cost models. We found no support for the purely additive model. However, there was strong support for both non-additive models. The direction and magnitude of these effects varied with the identity of the ant partner as well as the identity of the guild of carbohydrate-producing mutualist partners (HPI vs. EFN-bearing plants). Anoplolepis gracilipes displayed very different responses to carbohydrate-rich, mutualist-derived resources than co-occurring less invasive, but exotic ant species in Samoa. More studies that investigate the responses of ants with varying levels of invasiveness (from native species to highly invasive) will allow us to determine if these findings are generalizable to successful invaders.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data are available online at www.aob.oxfordjournals.org and consist of the following. Methods: details of the spatial autocorrelation, assessment of ant assemblages prior to experimental manipulations, study site information, treatment maintenance and effectiveness measures for the plot-level mutualist exclusion experiment, and effects of ants, nectar and HPI on herbivory of EFN-bearing plants. Figure S1: percentage of damage from leaf-chewing and leaf-mining insects on M. citrifolia plants across ant access and carbohydrate availability treatments.
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